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Introduction

This Investor Guide aims at providing a reference to investors in the military industrial sector to review public laws,
regulations and procedures for obtaining establishment permits and licenses subject to GAMI’s laws within an
organizational framework that ensures a clear methodology for all stakeholders of establishments and workers in this
field.
This Guide is issued in light of GAMI’s endeavors to provide the best services to investors willing to invest in military
industrial sector, in contribution to realizing the ambitious Vision 2030, supporting ease of doing business and
increasing the establishments’ engagement in the sector. As part of its efforts to develop the military industrial
sector, GAMI designed this Guide to enhance the private and public establishments’ contribution and role in relation
to the comprehensive and sustainable economic development process in the Kingdom.
This Guide is not a complete substitute for the Regulations on Organizing Military Industrial Activities in the
Kingdom issued under the GAMI Board of Directors’ Resolution No. (C/6/2) dated 14/11/1440H corresponding to
18/07/2019G based on GAMI Regulations issued under the Council of Ministers Resolution No. (210) dated
25/04/1440H corresponding to 01/01/2019G.
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About the General Authority for
Military Industries (GAMI)

GAMI was established under the Saudi Council of Ministers Resolution in Dhu al-Qidah 1438H corresponding to August, 2017G. It
embodies the growing ambition of the State, may Allah protect it, towards the promotion of the national military manufacturing
capabilities, seeking to nationalize and making such sector an important driver of the Saudi economy, through providing job
opportunities for Saudi youth, and increasing its contribution to the national economy. GAMI is the legislator of KSA’s military
industrial sector, with responsibility for developing and monitoring its performance.
GAMI mainly aims to nationalize 50% of the Kingdom’s spending on military equipment and services through developing national
industries, research, techniques and competencies, enhancing exports, empowering the sector through long-term planning of military
procurements, and providing incentives for local producers.
GAMI seeks to empower the military industrial sector in the Kingdom and drive development through promoting non-oil returns in
addition to realize five main national priorities:
•

Raising military readiness

•

Promoting the strategic independence

•

Enhancing joint operation between all security and military entities

•

Developing a sustainable local military industrial sector

•

Increasing transparency and spending efficiency

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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GAMI Functions

GAMI Functions in R&D

GAMI Functions in the Industrial Field

1.

Issuing manufacturing and export licenses.

2.

Developing standard specifications for
military industries.

3.

Holding strategic partnerships with the
public and private sectors.

4.

Developing mechanisms of monitoring
military industrial sector.

5.

Setting incentives for developing military
industrial sectors.

6.

Holding exhibitions, conferences and
scientific seminars.

GAMI Functions in Military Procurement Field

1.

Directing research and development
processes in the military industrial
sector and defining priority techniques.

2.

Developing competencies in the sector
through finding specialized educational
and training programs.

3.

Establishing national centers and
laboratories specialized in military
industrial field.

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

1.

Developing policies, strategies, laws and
regulations.

2.

Managing military procurement
operations for military and security
entities.

3.

Managing and developing the Economic
Offset Program.
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Definitions (1/2)
GAMI or the Authority
General Authority for Military
Industries
Regulation
The Regulations on Organizing
Military Industrial Activities in the
Kingdom.
Coding number (ISIC)
National classification of economic
activities (International Standard
Industrial Classification of all
economic activities)
Conditions
Applicable and required conditions
and controls
Requirements
Documents, papers and forms to be
submitted.

Investor Guide
A document including all
information, procedures, controls
and steps needed by the investor to
issue licenses/ permits.
Investor Journey
Steps to be taken by the investor,
starting from applying for the
permit/license application until
issuance thereof.
Applicant
Entity that applies to the Authority
for obtaining a license or
establishment permit issued by the
Authority.
Controllers
Include founders, owners, partners
and members of board of directors,
CEO and/or Managing Directors
and anyone who routinely reports
to him/her of the Applicant.

Foreign Person

Any natural person who is not a
permanent and legal resident in the
Kingdom, a foreign company, an
association, an organization, an
institution, partnership, or any other
entity not licensed to practice the
activities included in the regulations in
the Kingdom, it also includes foreign
governments, their branches and
agencies, and international missions.

Trader
Entity obtained a license for
trading military articles or services.
Receiving Intermediate
Freight forwarder, customs agent /
broker, air, land or sea Transport
Company, or any other entity
practicing the above activities as an
agent for others.

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Manufacturing
Any activity that includes
manufacturing, installing, assembling
or disassembling of military products.

Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing
A permit issued by the Authority to the
Applicant that desires to manufacture
military products in order to allow
starting measures related to the site of
facility and approvals from the relevant
entities in preparation for issuing
military manufacturing licenses.

Establishment Permit for Providing
Military Services
A permit issued by the Authority to
the Applicant that desires to provide
military services in order to allow
starting measures related to the site
of facility and approvals from the
relevant entities in preparation for
issuing military service provision
licenses.
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Definitions (2/2)
Industrial license

Licenses for Military Manufacturing

Licenses issued by the Ministry of
Industry and Mineral Resources
after fulfilling the Authority’s
conditions and specifications to
issue the Licenses for Military
Manufacturing.

GAMI’s licenses authorizing the
licensee to exercise the activities of
developing, manufacturing,
storing, promoting, selling,
reselling, leasing and testing
military products.

Licenses
Including the Licenses for Military
Manufacturing, Licenses for
Providing Military Services and
License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services

Licenses for Providing Military
Services
Licenses issued by the Authority
which authorizes the licensee to
practice the activities of providing
military services, whether inside or
outside the Kingdom, including the
field of improvement, operation,
repair, maintenance, restoration,
technical assignment, providing of
technical jobs along with providing
any person with any technical or
technological information subject
to the provisions of the regulations,
whether inside or outside the
Kingdom.

Licensee
Any entity having any licenses
issued by the Authority and
practicing one or more business
activity set forth in the Regulations.

Licenses for Trading of
Military Articles or Services
License issued by the Authority
which authorizes the licensee to
practice the activities of providing
military services, whether inside or
outside the Kingdom, including the
field of improvement, operation,
repair, maintenance, restoration,
technical assignment, providing of
technical jobs along with providing
any person with any technical or
technological information subject to
the provisions of the regulations,
whether inside or outside the
Kingdom.
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Host
Economic Cities Authority, The
Royal Commission for Jubail and
Yanbu, The General Authority for
Civil Aviation, The Saudi Authority
for Industrial Cities and
Technology Zones (MODON), and
areas within the scope of sites
designated for industrial cities, in
addition to military installations.
Transport
Transport of military articles and
services resulting from the process
of sale, import or export in any way
and in any mean of transportation.

Investor Journey in the
Military Industrial
Sector
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Investor Journey for Issuing Licenses for Military Manufacturing

02

Investor Journey for Issuing Licenses for Providing Military Services

03

Investor Journey for Issuing the Licenses for Trading Military Articles or Services
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Investor Journey for Issuing Licenses for
Military Manufacturing
2

1

4

3

5
Investor

Applying for the
Establishment Permit for
Military Manufacturing

Issuing the commercial
registration and registering
the entity

Obtaining the
Establishment Permit for
Military Manufacturing

Conducting security
clearance

Reviewing the application

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

9

10

8

6

7

Building
completion phase

Inspecting and obtaining a
Security and Safety certificate/
letter from HCIS

Obtaining building
completion certificate from
the host

Establishing the infrastructure
under the supervision of HCIS
and completing building

Obtaining the initial
industrial license

Applying for the initial
industrial license

License phase

Automated

12

11

14

13

15
Inspection

Applying for the License for
military manufacturing

Reviewing the application
and conducting field
inspection

Paying the financial
payment and obtaining the
license
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Applying for the final
industrial license

Field inspection and
issuance of final industrial
license

Financial payment
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Investor Journey for Issuing Licenses for
Providing Military Services
2

1

4

3

5
Investor

Applying for the
Establishment Permit for
Providing Military Services

Issuing the commercial
registration and registering
the entity

Obtaining the
Establishment Permit for
Providing Military Services

Conducting security
clearance

Reviewing the application

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

9

10

7

8

6
Building
completion phase

Reviewing the application
and conducting field
inspection

Applying for the License for
Providing Military Services

Inspecting and obtaining a
Security and Safety
certificate/ letter from
HCIS

Obtaining building
completion certificate from
the host

Establishing the
infrastructure under the
supervision of HCIS and
completing building

License phase

Automated

11
Inspection

Paying the financial
payment and obtaining the
license
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Investor Journey for Issuing the Licenses for
Trading Military Articles or Services
2

1

4

3

5
Investor

Issuing the commercial
registration and registering
the entity

Applying for the License for
Trading of Military Articles
or Services

Reviewing the application

Conducting security
clearance

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Building
completion phase

License phase

Automated

Inspection

Financial payment
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Types of establishment permits
Financial payment of reviewing
the application

Term

Time taken

01

Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing

SAR 500

Two years

14-15 working
days

02

Establishment Permit for Providing
Military Services

SAR 500

Two years

13-14 working
days

*The conditions and specifications of establishment permits and licenses may vary from time to time according to the laws and regulations issued by the Authority
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Purpose of the permit
•

A permit issued by the Authority to the applicant wishing to manufacture
military products to allow it to start the procedures related to the
establishment site and approvals from relevant entities in order to issue
Licenses for Military Manufacturing.

Conditions of issuing an Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing
1.

2.
3.

4.

The applicant shall have a commercial registration that indicates the
Business Activities licensed by the Authority or under Foreign Investment
Law, provided that the applicant shall have legal existence in the Kingdom
in one of the following legal forms:
i.
Individual institution
ii.
Limited Liability Company
iii.
Joint Stock Co.
The applicant’s HQ shall be in the Kingdom.
Any of the applicant's founders shall not be convicted of a limit or a
penalty in a crime of breach of honor or trust or has been subject of a
disciplinary decision to be dismissed from military services, unless
rehabilitated.
Any other requirements developed by the Authority according to its
discretion.

Financial payment for reviewing the application of establishment
permit

SAR 500
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Requirements of issuing an Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing
A valid Commercial Registration of the Applicant;
Incorporation Documents/Article of Association of the Applicant;
An investment license issued by the Saudi Arabian General Investment
Authority, in case of foreign investors;
• Governing Body Resolution issued by the Applicant's board of directors or
the Applicant's owner in case of sole establishments, as per the form provided
by the Authority, providing the activities to be licensed, approving license
application submission and its contents, specifying persons authorized on
behalf of the Applicant, and the Applicant's acknowledgment of being aware
of the laws, regulations and obligations resulting from carrying out the
activity.
• A list of the Controllers' information and their national ID or passport copies
(for non-Saudis). If any of the partners is a company, a copy of the
commercial registration shall be attached.
• Initial production details which include the following :
i.
For manufacturing
a) Initial details on military products that the applicant
intends to manufacture includes the type and
description of the product.
b) Max production capacity for each production line
c) Material or component used in production for each
product (Top -5 items by value and quantity)
ii.
For Research & Development (Initial Product)
a) Initial details on the scope of the development,
including the description of the scope and capabilities
available
• The organizational structure of the Applicant includes the organizational
hierarchy of the organization that illustrates the positions, and the lines of
authority and responsibility within the organization.
• Proof of payment for application review.
•
•
•

Duration of the Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing

Two years

Establishment
Permit for
Military
Manufacturing
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Investor journey to issue an Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing

Steps of applying for an Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing

01

•

02

•

1

Issuing the commercial registration from the Ministry of Commerce
and Investment through “Meras” The commercial registration shall
identify the Business Activities of military manufacturing.

-

Applying for the Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing
through the GAMI’s portal, attaching required documents and
paying the financial payment of reviewing the application.

-

03

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.

Two
working
days

04

•

The Presidency of State Security conducts necessary security
clearances for the applicant.

10
working
days

•

According to the internal evaluation of the application and the
security clearance, GAMI issues the approval on granting the
Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing The
establishment permit is issued after the applicant's approval of the
Providing Military Services License Issuance Charter through the
GAMI's portal.

05
06

•

Applying for the initial industrial license through “Senaei” portal.

Issuing the commercial
registration and registering the
entity

Investor

2

7

Establishment
phase

Applying for the Establishment
Permit for Military
Manufacturing

Obtaining the initial industrial
license

Registration phase

Building
completion phase

6

3
License phase

1
working
day

Applying for the initial
industrial license

Reviewing the application

5

-

Automated

4

Inspection

Financial
payment

07

•

The Ministry of Energy and Industry and Mineral Resources issues
the initial industrial licenses through “Senaei” portal.

1
working
day

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Conducting security clearance
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Purpose of the permit
•

A permit issued by GAMI to the applicant wishing to provide military
services to allow it to start the procedures related to the establishment site
and approvals of relevant entities, in preparation for issuing the Licenses
for Providing Military Services. The permit authorizes its holder to enter
into government tenders and competitions related to providing military
services (technical assignment) in military establishments only.

Requirements of issuing an Establishment Permit for Providing
Military Services
•
•
•
•

Conditions of issuing an Establishment Permit for Providing
Military Services
1.

2.
3.

4.

The applicant shall have a commercial registration that indicates the
Business Activities licensed by the Authority or under Foreign Investment
Law, provided that the applicant shall have legal existence in the Kingdom
in one of the following legal forms:
i.
Individual institution
ii.
Limited Liability Company
iii.
Joint Stock Co.
The applicant’s HQ shall be in the Kingdom.
Any of the applicant's founders shall not be convicted of a limit or a
penalty in a crime of breach of honor or trust or has been subject of a
disciplinary decision to be dismissed from military services, unless
rehabilitated.
Any other requirements developed by the Authority according to its
discretion.

•
•

•

•

Financial payment for reviewing the application of establishment
permit

SAR 500
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A valid commercial registration of the Applicant
The Articles of Association or Statute of the Applicant
An investment license issued from the General Investment Authority, in case
of foreign investors.
Governing Body Resolution issued by the Applicant's board of directors or
the Applicant's owner in case of sole establishments, as per the form provided
by the Authority, providing the activities to be licensed, approving license
application submission and its contents, specifying persons authorized on
behalf of the Applicant, and the Applicant's acknowledgment of being aware
of the laws, regulations and obligations resulting from carrying out the
activity.
A list of the Controllers' information and their national ID or passport copies
(for non-Saudis).If any of the partners is a company, a copy of the
commercial registration shall be attached.
Basic information about the scope of military services to be provided (if any),
including but not limited to:
i.
Description of the scope of military services to be provided,
available capabilities, and capacity.
ii.
Materials and components used (top five items based on
quantity and value).
The organizational structure of the Applicant, including the administrative
hierarchy or the organizational frame that specifies job positions, their
administrative connections and the relationships between individuals, and
specifies the lines of authority and responsibility of the Applicant.
Proof of payment for application review.

Duration of an Establishment Permit for Providing Military
Services

Two years

Establishment
Permit for
Providing
Military
Services
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Investor journey to issue an Establishment Permit for Providing
Military Services

Steps of applying for an Establishment Permit for Providing Military
Services

01

•

02

•

Issuing the commercial registration from the Ministry of Commerce
and Investment through “Meras” The commercial registration shall
identify the Business Activities of military manufacturing.

-

Applying for the Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing
through the GAMI’s portal, attaching required documents and
paying the financial payment of reviewing the application.

-

03

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.

Two
working
days

04

•

The Presidency of State Security conducts necessary security
clearances for the applicant.

10
working
days

•

According to the internal evaluation of the application and the
security clearance, GAMI issues the approval on granting the
Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing The
establishment permit is issued after the applicant's approval of the
Providing Military Services License Issuance Charter through the
GAMI's portal.

05

1

Issuing the commercial
registration and registering the
entity

Investor

2

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Applying for the Establishment
Permit for Providing Military
Services

Building
completion phase

3
License phase

1
working
day

Reviewing the application

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Obtaining the Establishment
Permit for Providing Military
Services
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Conducting security clearance

Licenses for Military
Manufacturing
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Types of Licenses for Military
Manufacturing
Financial
payment

Term

Time taken

01

Manufacturing of Military Explosives

SAR 2,850

3 years

8-10 working days

02

Manufacturing of firearms

SAR 2,850

3 years

8-10 working days

03

Manufacturing of ammunition

SAR 2,850

3 years

8-10 working days

04

Manufacturing of Military Equipment

SAR 2,850

3 years

8-10 working days

05

Manufacturing of Military Personnel
Equipment

SAR 2,850

3 years

8-10 working days

06

Manufacturing of Military Electronics

SAR 2,850

3 years

8-10 working days

*The conditions and specifications of establishment permits and licenses may vary from time to time according to the laws and regulations issued by the Authority
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for
Manufacturing of Military Explosives:
N/A Manufacturing of Military Explosives*

Financial payment to issue the License for manufacturing
military explosives

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for manufacturing military explosives

3 years

Requirements of issuing License for manufacturing military
explosives
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

8-10 working days

* This activity will be licensed in the second phase of launching the license due to its relation to laws and regulations under review at the current time.
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Investor journey to issue the License for manufacturing military
explosives

Steps of applying for License for manufacturing military explosives

1

•

01

•
•
•

02

•

03

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.
Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

Applying for the License for
military manufacturing

-

Investor

2

4
working
days

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

1
working
day

Building
completion phase

3

04
05

Submitting an application for issuing the Permit for Military
Manufacturing through the GAMI's portal after completion of
building works, obtaining of safety and security certificate/letter
from the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
It is required to obtain prior Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing.

•

•
•

Submitting an application for issuing final industrial license
through “Senaei” portal.

-

The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources visits the
establishment and conducts a field inspection.
The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources issues the final
industrial license.

5
working
days

License phase

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Field inspection and issuance
of final industrial license

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for
manufacturing of firearms:
N/A
Manufacturing Of Light Firearms*
N/A
Manufacturing Of Heavy Firearms*

Financial payment to issue the License for manufacturing
firearms

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for manufacturing firearms

3 years

Requirements of issuing License for manufacturing firearms
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

8 - 10 working days

* This activity will be licensed in the second phase of launching the license due to its relation to laws and regulations under review at the current time.
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Investor journey to issue the License for manufacturing firearms

Steps of applying for License for manufacturing firearms

1

•

01

•
•
•

02

•

03

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.
Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

Applying for the License for
military manufacturing

-

Investor

2

4
working
days

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

1
working
day

Building
completion phase

3

04
05

Submitting an application for issuing the Permit for Military
Manufacturing through the GAMI's portal after completion of
building works, obtaining of safety and security certificate/letter
from the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
It is required to obtain prior Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing.

•

•
•

Submitting an application for issuing final industrial license
through “Senaei” portal.

-

The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources visits the
establishment and conducts a field inspection.
The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources issues the final
industrial license.

5
working
days

License phase

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Field inspection and issuance
of final industrial license

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for
manufacturing of ammunition:
N/A
Manufacturing Of Traditional Ammunition Of Firearms*
N/A
Manufacturing Of Grenades*
N/A
Manufacturing Of Smart Ammunition*

Financial payment to issue the License for manufacturing
ammunition

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for manufacturing of ammunition

3 years

Requirements of issuing License for manufacturing ammunition
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

8 - 10 working days

* This activity will be licensed in the second phase of launching the license due to its relation to laws and regulations under review at the current time.

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Investor journey to issue the License for manufacturing
ammunition

Steps of applying for License for manufacturing ammunition

1

•

01

•
•
•

02

•

03

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.
Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

Applying for the License for
military manufacturing

-

Investor

2

4
working
days

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

1
working
day

Building
completion phase

3

04
05

Submitting an application for issuing the Permit for Military
Manufacturing through the GAMI's portal after completion of
building works, obtaining of safety and security certificate/letter
from the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
It is required to obtain prior Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing.

•

•
•

Submitting an application for issuing final industrial license
through “Senaei” portal.

-

The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources visits the
establishment and conducts a field inspection.
The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources issues the final
industrial license.

5
working
days

License phase

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Field inspection and issuance
of final industrial license

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for
manufacturing of military equipment:
304003
303032
301152
304001
301120
303012
303031
301151
282981
265143
251157
429072

Armoring of Military Vehicles
Armoring of Military Aircrafts
Armoring of Military Ships
Manufacturing of Military Land and
Amphibious Vehicles
Military Ship Building
Manufacturing of Military Aircrafts
Manufacturing of Military Aircraft’s
Spare Parts
Manufacturing of Military Ships Spare
Parts
Manufacturing of Military Simulation
Devices
Manufacture of Military
Measurement, Examination, and Test
Manufacture of Mobile Military
Shelters
Construction of Military Fields

Financial payment to issue the License for manufacturing military
equipment

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for manufacturing military equipment

3 years
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Requirements of issuing License for manufacturing military
equipment
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

8 - 10 working days
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Investor journey to issue the License for manufacturing military
equipment

Steps of applying for License for manufacturing military equipment

1

•

01

•
•
•

02

•

03

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.
Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

Applying for the License for
military manufacturing

-

Investor

2

4
working
days

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

1
working
day

Building
completion phase

3

04
05

Submitting an application for issuing the Permit for Military
Manufacturing through the GAMI's portal after completion of
building works, obtaining of safety and security certificate/letter
from the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
It is required to obtain prior Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing.

•

•
•

Submitting an application for issuing final industrial license
through “Senaei” portal.

-

The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources visits the
establishment and conducts a field inspection.
The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources issues the final
industrial license.

5
working
days

License phase

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Field inspection and issuance
of final industrial license

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for
manufacturing of Military Personnel Equipment:
267007
152051
329068

Manufacture of Military binoculars
Manufacturing of Military Shoes
Manufacture of Light Personal
Weapons

Financial payment to issue the License for Manufacturing Military
Personnel Equipment

SAR 2,850

Duration of License for Manufacturing Military Personnel
Equipment

3 years

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Requirements of issuing License for Manufacturing Military
Personnel Equipment
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

8 - 10 working days
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Investor journey to issue the License for Manufacturing Military
Personnel Equipment

Steps of applying for License for Manufacturing Military Personnel
Equipment
•

01

•
•
•

02

•

03

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.
Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

Applying for the License for
military manufacturing

-

Investor

2

4
working
days

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

1
working
day

Building
completion phase

3

04
05

Submitting an application for issuing the Permit for Military
Manufacturing through the GAMI's portal after completion of
building works, obtaining of safety and security certificate/letter
from the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
It is required to obtain prior Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing.

1

•

•
•

Submitting an application for issuing final industrial license
through “Senaei” portal.

-

The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources visits the
establishment and conducts a field inspection.
The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources issues the final
industrial license.

5
working
days

License phase

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Field inspection and issuance
of final industrial license

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for
manufacturing of military electronics:
263031
265145

Manufacture of Military
Telecommunication Devices and
Control Systems
Manufacture of Guidance Systems,
Electronic War, and Military Control
Systems

Financial payment to issue the License for manufacturing military
electronics

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for manufacturing military electronics

3 years
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Requirements of issuing License for manufacturing military
electronics
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

8 - 10 working days
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Investor journey to issue the License for manufacturing military
electronics

Steps of applying for License for manufacturing military electronics

1

•

01

•
•
•

02

•

03

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.
Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

Applying for the License for
military manufacturing

-

Investor

2

4
working
days

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

1
working
day

Building
completion phase

3

04
05

Submitting an application for issuing the Permit for Military
Manufacturing through the GAMI's portal after completion of
building works, obtaining of safety and security certificate/letter
from the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
It is required to obtain prior Establishment Permit for Military
Manufacturing.

•

•
•

Submitting an application for issuing final industrial license
through “Senaei” portal.

-

The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources visits the
establishment and conducts a field inspection.
The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources issues the final
industrial license.

5
working
days

License phase

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Field inspection and issuance
of final industrial license

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Applying for the final
industrial license
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Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Types of Licenses for Providing Military Services
Financial
payment

Term

Time taken

01

Providing Military Services for Military
Explosives

SAR 2,850

3years

5-6 working days

02

Providing Military Services for Firearms

SAR 2,850

3years

5-6 working days

03

Providing Military Services for Ammunition

SAR 2,850

3years

5-6 working days

04

Providing Military Services for Military
Equipment

SAR 2,850

3years

5-6 working days

05

Providing Military Services for Military
Personnel Equipment

SAR 2,850

3years

5-6 working days

06

Providing Military Services for Military
Electronics

SAR 2,850

3years

5-6 working days

*The conditions and specifications of establishment permits and licenses may vary from time to time according to the laws and regulations issued by the Authority
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for providing
military services for military explosives:
N/A
Providing Military Services For Military Explosives*

Financial payment to issue the License for providing military
services for military explosives

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for providing military services for
military explosives

3 years

Requirements of issuing License for providing military services
for military explosives
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

5-6 working days

* This activity will be licensed in the second phase of launching the license due to its relation to laws and regulations under review at the current time.
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Steps of applying for the License for providing military services for
military explosives
•

01
•

02
03

Submitting an application for issuing the License for providing
military services through the GAMI's portal after completing
building works, obtaining safety and security certificate/ letter from
the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
The establishment permit shall be obtained first for providing
military services.

1

-

Investor
Applying for the License for
Providing Military Services
Registration phase

•
•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.

4
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

1
working
day

•

Investor journey to issue the License for providing military
services for military explosives

2
Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

Building
completion phase

3

License phase

Automated

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license
Inspection

Financial payment

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for providing
military services for firearms:
N/A
Providing Military Services For Light Firearms*
N/A
Providing Military Services For Heavy Firearms*

Financial payment to issue the License for providing military
services for firearms

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for providing military services for firearms

3 years

Requirements of issuing License for providing military services
for firearms
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

5-6 working days

* This activity will be licensed in the second phase of launching the license due to its relation to laws and regulations under review at the current time.
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Steps of applying for the License for providing military services for
firearms
•

01
•

02
03

Submitting an application for issuing the License for providing
military services through the GAMI's portal after completing
building works, obtaining safety and security certificate/ letter from
the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
The establishment permit shall be obtained first for providing
military services.

1

-

Investor
Applying for the License for
Providing Military Services
Registration phase

•
•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.

4
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

1
working
day

•

Investor journey to issue the License for providing military
services for firearms

2
Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

Building
completion phase

3

License phase

Automated

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license
Inspection

Financial payment

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the license for providing
military services for ammunition:
N/A
Providing Military Services For Traditional Ammunition Of
Firearms*
N/A
Providing Military Services For Grenades*
N/A
Providing Military Services For Smart Ammunition*

Financial payment to issue the License for providing military
services for ammunition

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for providing military services for
ammunition

3 years

Requirements of issuing License for providing military services
for ammunition
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

5-6 working days

* This activity will be licensed in the second phase of launching the license due to its relation to laws and regulations under review at the current time.
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Steps of applying for the License for providing military services for
ammunition
•

01
•

02
03

Submitting an application for issuing the License for providing
military services through the GAMI's portal after completing
building works, obtaining safety and security certificate/ letter from
the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
The establishment permit shall be obtained first for providing
military services.

1

-

Investor
Applying for the License for
Providing Military Services
Registration phase

•
•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.

4
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

1
working
day

•

Investor journey for issuing License for providing military
services for ammunition

2
Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

Building
completion phase

3

License phase

Automated

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license
Inspection

Financial payment

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the license for providing
military services for military equipment:

331511
331112
331512
331513
331514
331258
331333
331111
331512

Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Vehicles
Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Shooting Targets
Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) of Military Ships
and Boats
Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Aircrafts
Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) For Military
Systems Spare Parts (Military Vehicles, Aircraft and Ships)
Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Simulation Devices
Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Measurement, Examination, and Test Equipment
Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Shelters
Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) of Military Ships
and Boats

Financial payment to issue the License for providing military
services for military equipment

Requirements of issuing License for providing military services
for military equipment
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

SAR 2,850
Duration of the License for providing military services for military
equipment

3 years
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Time taken for issuing the license

5-6 working days
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Steps of applying for the License for providing military services for
military equipment
•

01
•

02
03

Submitting an application for issuing the License for providing
military services through the GAMI's portal after completing
building works, obtaining safety and security certificate/ letter from
the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
The establishment permit shall be obtained first for providing
military services.

1

-

Investor
Applying for the License for
Providing Military Services
Registration phase

•
•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.

4
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

1
working
day

•

Investor journey to issue the License for providing military
services for military equipment

2
Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

Building
completion phase

3

License phase

Automated

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license
Inspection

Financial payment

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the license for providing
military services for Military Personnel Equipment:

331112

Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul
(MRO) of Military Shooting Targets

Financial payment to issue the License for providing military
services for Military Personnel Equipment

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for providing military services for Military
Personnel Equipment

3 years

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Requirements of issuing License for providing military services
for Military Personnel Equipment
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

5-6 working days
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Steps of applying for the License for providing military services for
Military Personnel Equipment
•

01
•

02
03

Submitting an application for issuing the License for providing
military services through the GAMI's portal after completing
building works, obtaining safety and security certificate/ letter from
the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
The establishment permit shall be obtained first for providing
military services.

1

-

Investor
Applying for the License for
Providing Military Services
Registration phase

•
•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.

4
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

1
working
day

•

Investor journey to issue the License for providing military
services for Military Personnel Equipment

2
Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

Building
completion phase

3

License phase

Automated

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license
Inspection

Financial payment

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the license for providing
military services for military electronics:

951241
331332

Repair and Maintenance of Military
Communications Equipment
Maintenance and Repair of Guidance
Systems, Electronic War, and Military
Control Systems

Financial payment to issue the License for providing military
services for military electronics

SAR 2,850

Duration of the License for providing military services for military
electronics

3 years

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Requirements of issuing License for providing military services
for military electronics
After obtaining all necessary approvals from all relevant entities, the applicant
shall communicate with GAMI regarding requesting the issuance of the Permit
for Military Manufacturing and attach the following documents:
• Valid Establishment Permit for Military Manufacturing issued by the
Authority.
• Certificate of establishment building completion from the host or permit by
a military establishment.
• Security and Safety certificate/ letter from the Higher Commission for
Industrial Security.
• Actual information about manufacturing, including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about military products that the applicant
is willing to manufacture, including type and description of
the product
ii.
Maximum capacity of each production line
iii.
Materials and components used in manufacturing each
product (top 5 categories based on quantity and value)
• Actual information of Research & Development (for initial products),
including but not limited to:
i.
Actual information about the development scope, including
scope description and available capacities (if any).
• Receipt of paying the financial payment for issuing the license after
issuance of the Authority’s approval on license issuance.
• Notifying the Authority of any change in the documents submitted in order
to obtain the establishment permit.

Time taken for issuing the license

5-6 working days
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Steps of applying for the License for providing military services for
military electronics
•

01
•

02
03

Submitting an application for issuing the License for providing
military services through the GAMI's portal after completing
building works, obtaining safety and security certificate/ letter from
the Higher Commission for Industrial Security and attaching
necessary documents.
The establishment permit shall be obtained first for providing
military services.

1

-

Investor
Applying for the License for
Providing Military Services
Registration phase

•
•

The Authority reviews the application internally.
The Authority visits the establishment and conducts a field
inspection.

4
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
The Authority issues the license in light of the results of field
inspection.

1
working
day

•

Investor journey to issue the License for providing military
services for military electronics

2
Establishment
phase

Reviewing the application and
conducting field inspection

Building
completion phase

3

License phase

Automated

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the license
Inspection

Financial payment

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Licenses for Trading of
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Services
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Types of licenses for Trading of Military
Articles or Services
Financial
payment

Term

Time taken

01

Trading of Military Explosives

SAR 2,850

3 years

13-14 working days

02

Trading of Firearms

SAR 2,850

3 years

13-14 working days

03

Trading of Ammunition

SAR 2,850

3 years

13-14 working days

04

Trading of Military Equipment

SAR 2,850

3 years

13-14 working days

05

Trading of Military Personnel Equipment

SAR 2,850

3 years

13-14 working days

06

Trading of Military Electronics

SAR 2,850

3 years

13-14 working days

*The conditions and specifications of establishment permits and licenses may vary from time to time according to the laws and regulations issued by the Authority
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for trading
military explosives:
461058

Trading of Military Explosives

Conditions of issuing the License for Trading of Military Articles
or Services of military explosives
1.

2.

3.
4.

The applicant shall be a branch affiliated to a foreign company operating
in manufacturing military products or providing military services or a
certified distributor or agent of such companies.
The applicant shall have a commercial registration that indicates the
Business Activities licensed by the Authority or under Foreign Investment
Law, provided that the applicant shall have legal existence in the Kingdom
in one of the following legal forms:
i.
Individual institution
ii.
Limited Liability Company
iii.
Joint Stock Co.
The applicant’s HQ shall be in the Kingdom.
Any of the applicant's founders shall not be convicted of a limit or a
penalty in a crime of breach of honor or trust or has been subject of a
disciplinary decision to be dismissed from military services, unless
rehabilitated.

Requirements of issuing the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military explosives
In order to obtain a Military Articles or Services Trading Licenses, a license
application shall be submitted to the Authority by filling out the form provided
by the Authority for such purpose and attaching the following documents:
• A valid commercial registration of the Applicant
• The Articles of Association or Statute of the Applicant
• An investment license issued by the General Investment Authority, in case
of foreign investors.
• A letter issued by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) stating the
appointment of the Applicant as a certified distributor or agent inside the
Kingdom for each Item to be traded.
• Governing Body Resolution issued by the Applicant's board of directors or
the Applicant's owner in case of sole establishments, as per the form
provided by the Authority, providing the activities to be licensed, approving
the license application submission and its contents, specifying persons
authorized on behalf of the Applicant, and the Applicant's acknowledgment
of being aware of the laws, regulations and obligations resulting from
carrying out the activity.
• A list of the Controllers' information and their national ID or passport
copies (for non-Saudis).If any of the partners is a company, a copy of the
commercial registration shall be attached.
• The organizational structure of the Applicant, including the administrative
hierarchy or the organizational frame that specifies job positions, their
administrative connections and the relationships between individuals, and
specifies the lines of authority and responsibility of the Applicant.
• A Proof of payment for application review.
• A payment receipt of licensing fees after the Authority’s approval of the
license.

Duration of the License for providing military services for military
electronics

3 years
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Financial payment of the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military explosives

Investor journey to issue the License for providing military
services for military electronics

SAR 2,850

1

Time taken for issuing the license
Issuing the commercial
registration and registering the
entity

13-14 working days
Steps of applying on the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military explosives
•

01
02

•

2

Issuing the commercial registration from the Ministry of Commerce
and Investment through “Meras” The commercial registration shall
identify the Business Activities of Trading of Military Articles or
Services.

-

Applying for the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services
through the GAMI's portal, attaching required documents and
paying the financial payment of reviewing the application.

-

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.

Two
working
days

04

•

The Presidency of State Security conducts necessary security
clearances for the applicant.

10
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
According to the internal evaluation of the application and the
security clearance, GAMI issues the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services.

1
working
day

•

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Applying for the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Building
completion phase

03

05

Investor

3
License phase

Reviewing the application

5

Automated

4

Inspection

Financial payment

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for trading
firearms:

461073
461057

Trading of Light Weapons (Only For
Governmental Competition)
Trading of Heavy Weapons

Conditions of issuing the License for Trading of Military Articles
or Services of firearms
1.

2.

3.
4.

The applicant shall be a branch affiliated to a foreign company operating
in manufacturing military products or providing military services or a
certified distributor or agent of such companies.
The applicant shall have a commercial registration that indicates the
Business Activities licensed by the Authority or under Foreign Investment
Law, provided that the applicant shall have legal existence in the Kingdom
in one of the following legal forms:
i.
Individual institution
ii.
Limited Liability Company
iii.
Joint Stock Co.
The applicant’s HQ shall be in the Kingdom.
Any of the applicant's founders shall not be convicted of a limit or a
penalty in a crime of breach of honor or trust or has been subject of a
disciplinary decision to be dismissed from military services, unless
rehabilitated.

Requirements of issuing the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of firearms
In order to obtain a Military Articles or Services Trading Licenses, a license
application shall be submitted to the Authority by filling out the form provided
by the Authority for such purpose and attaching the following documents:
• A valid commercial registration of the Applicant
• The Articles of Association or Statute of the Applicant
• An investment license issued by the General Investment Authority, in case
of foreign investors.
• A letter issued by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) stating the
appointment of the Applicant as a certified distributor or agent inside the
Kingdom for each Item to be traded.
• Governing Body Resolution issued by the Applicant's board of directors or
the Applicant's owner in case of sole establishments, as per the form
provided by the Authority, providing the activities to be licensed, approving
the license application submission and its contents, specifying persons
authorized on behalf of the Applicant, and the Applicant's acknowledgment
of being aware of the laws, regulations and obligations resulting from
carrying out the activity.
• A list of the Controllers' information and their national ID or passport
copies (for non-Saudis).If any of the partners is a company, a copy of the
commercial registration shall be attached.
• The organizational structure of the Applicant, including the administrative
hierarchy or the organizational frame that specifies job positions, their
administrative connections and the relationships between individuals, and
specifies the lines of authority and responsibility of the Applicant.
• A Proof of payment for application review.
• A payment receipt of licensing fees after the Authority’s approval of the
license.

Duration of the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services of
firearms

3 years
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Financial payment of the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of firearms

Investor journey to issue the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of firearms

SAR 2,850

1

Time taken for issuing the license
Issuing the commercial
registration and registering the
entity

13-14 working days
Steps of applying on the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of firearms
•

01
02

•

2

Issuing the commercial registration from the Ministry of Commerce
and Investment through “Meras” The commercial registration shall
identify the Business Activities of Trading of Military Articles or
Services.

-

Applying for the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services
through the GAMI's portal, attaching required documents and
paying the financial payment of reviewing the application.

-

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.

Two
working
days

04

•

The Presidency of State Security conducts necessary security
clearances for the applicant.

10
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
According to the internal evaluation of the application and the
security clearance, GAMI issues the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services.

1
working
day

•

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Applying for the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Building
completion phase

03

05

Investor

3
License phase

Reviewing the application

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the license for trading of
ammunition:
461065
461066

Trading of Conventional Weapons
(Only For Governmental
Competitions)
Trading of Grenades, Missiles and
Smart Munitions

Conditions of issuing the License for Trading of Military Articles
or Services of ammunition
1.

2.

3.
4.

The applicant shall be a branch affiliated to a foreign company operating
in manufacturing military products or providing military services or a
certified distributor or agent of such companies.
The applicant shall have a commercial registration that indicates the
Business Activities licensed by the Authority or under Foreign Investment
Law, provided that the applicant shall have legal existence in the Kingdom
in one of the following legal forms:
i.
Individual institution
ii.
Limited Liability Company
iii.
Joint Stock Co.
The applicant’s HQ shall be in the Kingdom.
Any of the applicant's founders shall not be convicted of a limit or a
penalty in a crime of breach of honor or trust or has been subject of a
disciplinary decision to be dismissed from military services, unless
rehabilitated.

Requirements of issuing the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of ammunition
In order to obtain a Military Articles or Services Trading Licenses, a license
application shall be submitted to the Authority by filling out the form provided
by the Authority for such purpose and attaching the following documents:
• A valid commercial registration of the Applicant
• The Articles of Association or Statute of the Applicant
• An investment license issued by the General Investment Authority, in case
of foreign investors.
• A letter issued by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) stating the
appointment of the Applicant as a certified distributor or agent inside the
Kingdom for each Item to be traded.
• Governing Body Resolution issued by the Applicant's board of directors or
the Applicant's owner in case of sole establishments, as per the form
provided by the Authority, providing the activities to be licensed, approving
the license application submission and its contents, specifying persons
authorized on behalf of the Applicant, and the Applicant's acknowledgment
of being aware of the laws, regulations and obligations resulting from
carrying out the activity.
• A list of the Controllers' information and their national ID or passport
copies (for non-Saudis).If any of the partners is a company, a copy of the
commercial registration shall be attached.
• The organizational structure of the Applicant, including the administrative
hierarchy or the organizational frame that specifies job positions, their
administrative connections and the relationships between individuals, and
specifies the lines of authority and responsibility of the Applicant.
• A Proof of payment for application review.
• A payment receipt of licensing fees after the Authority’s approval of the
license.

Duration of the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services of
ammunition

3 years
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Financial payment of the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of ammunition

Investor journey to issue the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of ammunition

SAR 2,850

1

Time taken for issuing the license
Issuing the commercial
registration and registering the
entity

13-14 working days
Steps of applying on the License for Trading of Military Articles or
Services of ammunition
•

01
02

•

Issuing the commercial registration from the Ministry of Commerce
and Investment through “Meras” The commercial registration shall
identify the Business Activities of Trading of Military Articles or
Services.

-

Applying for the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services
through the GAMI's portal, attaching required documents and
paying the financial payment of reviewing the application.

-

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.

Two
working
days

04

•

The Presidency of State Security conducts necessary security
clearances for the applicant.

10
workin
g days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
According to the internal evaluation of the application and the
security clearance, GAMI issues the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services.

1
working
day

•

2

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Applying for the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Building
completion phase

03
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Investor

3
License phase

Reviewing the application

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the license for trading
military equipment:
461061
461062
461063
461064
461071

Trading of Military Vehicles
Trading of Military Ships
Trading of Military Airplanes
Trading of Spare Parts of Military
Organizations (Military Vehicles,
Airplanes and Ships)
Trading of Simulation Devices,
Measurement, Examination and Test
Equipment and Military Shelters

Conditions of issuing the License for Trading of Military Articles
or Services of military equipment
1.

2.

3.
4.

The applicant shall be a branch affiliated to a foreign company operating
in manufacturing military products or providing military services or a
certified distributor or agent of such companies.
The applicant shall have a commercial registration that indicates the
Business Activities licensed by the Authority or under Foreign Investment
Law, provided that the applicant shall have legal existence in the Kingdom
in one of the following legal forms:
i.
Individual institution
ii.
Limited Liability Company
iii.
Joint Stock Co.
The applicant’s HQ shall be in the Kingdom.
Any of the applicant's founders shall not be convicted of a limit or a
penalty in a crime of breach of honor or trust or has been subject of a
disciplinary decision to be dismissed from military services, unless
rehabilitated.

Requirements of issuing the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military equipment
In order to obtain a Military Articles or Services Trading Licenses, a license
application shall be submitted to the Authority by filling out the form provided
by the Authority for such purpose and attaching the following documents:
• A valid commercial registration of the Applicant
• The Articles of Association or Statute of the Applicant
• An investment license issued by the General Investment Authority, in case
of foreign investors.
• A letter issued by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) stating the
appointment of the Applicant as a certified distributor or agent inside the
Kingdom for each Item to be traded.
• Governing Body Resolution issued by the Applicant's board of directors or
the Applicant's owner in case of sole establishments, as per the form
provided by the Authority, providing the activities to be licensed, approving
the license application submission and its contents, specifying persons
authorized on behalf of the Applicant, and the Applicant's acknowledgment
of being aware of the laws, regulations and obligations resulting from
carrying out the activity.
• A list of the Controllers' information and their national ID or passport
copies (for non-Saudis).If any of the partners is a company, a copy of the
commercial registration shall be attached.
• The organizational structure of the Applicant, including the administrative
hierarchy or the organizational frame that specifies job positions, their
administrative connections and the relationships between individuals, and
specifies the lines of authority and responsibility of the Applicant.
• A Proof of payment for application review.
• A payment receipt of licensing fees after the Authority’s approval of the
license.

Duration of the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services of
military equipment

3 years
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Financial payment of the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military equipment

Investor journey to issue the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military equipment

SAR 2,850

1

Time taken for issuing the license
Issuing the commercial
registration and registering the
entity

13-14 working days
Steps of applying on the License for Trading of Military Articles
or Services of military equipment
•

01
02

•

2

Issuing the commercial registration from the Ministry of Commerce
and Investment through “Meras” The commercial registration shall
identify the Business Activities of Trading of Military Articles or
Services.

-

Applying for the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services
through the GAMI's portal, attaching required documents and
paying the financial payment of reviewing the application.

-

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.

Two
working
days

04

•

The Presidency of State Security conducts necessary security
clearances for the applicant.

10
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
According to the internal evaluation of the application and the
security clearance, GAMI issues the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services.

1
working
day

•

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Applying for the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Building
completion phase

03

05

Investor

3
License phase

Reviewing the application

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the License for trading
Military Personnel Equipment:

461067
461068

Trading of Light Military Personnel
Equipment (Anti-unrest Weapons)
Trading of Military Personnel
Equipment

Conditions of issuing the License for Trading of Military Articles
or Services of Military Personnel Equipment
1.

2.

3.
4.

The applicant shall be a branch affiliated to a foreign company operating
in manufacturing military products or providing military services or a
certified distributor or agent of such companies.
The applicant shall have a commercial registration that indicates the
Business Activities licensed by the Authority or under Foreign Investment
Law, provided that the applicant shall have legal existence in the Kingdom
in one of the following legal forms:
i.
Individual institution
ii.
Limited Liability Company
iii.
Joint Stock Co.
The applicant’s HQ shall be in the Kingdom.
Any of the applicant's founders shall not be convicted of a limit or a
penalty in a crime of breach of honor or trust or has been subject of a
disciplinary decision to be dismissed from military services, unless
rehabilitated.

Requirements of issuing the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of Military Personnel Equipment
In order to obtain a Military Articles or Services Trading Licenses, a license
application shall be submitted to the Authority by filling out the form provided
by the Authority for such purpose and attaching the following documents:
• A valid commercial registration of the Applicant
• The Articles of Association or Statute of the Applicant
• An investment license issued by the General Investment Authority, in case
of foreign investors.
• A letter issued by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) stating the
appointment of the Applicant as a certified distributor or agent inside the
Kingdom for each Item to be traded.
• Governing Body Resolution issued by the Applicant's board of directors or
the Applicant's owner in case of sole establishments, as per the form
provided by the Authority, providing the activities to be licensed, approving
the license application submission and its contents, specifying persons
authorized on behalf of the Applicant, and the Applicant's acknowledgment
of being aware of the laws, regulations and obligations resulting from
carrying out the activity.
• A list of the Controllers' information and their national ID or passport
copies (for non-Saudis).If any of the partners is a company, a copy of the
commercial registration shall be attached.
• The organizational structure of the Applicant, including the administrative
hierarchy or the organizational frame that specifies job positions, their
administrative connections and the relationships between individuals, and
specifies the lines of authority and responsibility of the Applicant.
• A Proof of payment for application review.
• A payment receipt of licensing fees after the Authority’s approval of the
license.

Duration of the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services of
Military Personnel Equipment

3 years
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Financial payment of the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of Military Personnel Equipment

Investor journey to issue the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of Military Personnel Equipment

SAR 2,850

1

Time taken for issuing the license
Issuing the commercial
registration and registering the
entity

13-14 working days
Steps of applying on the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of Military Personnel Equipment
•

01
02

•

2

Issuing the commercial registration from the Ministry of Commerce
and Investment through “Meras” The commercial registration shall
identify the Business Activities of Trading of Military Articles or
Services.

-

Applying for the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services
through the GAMI's portal, attaching required documents and
paying the financial payment of reviewing the application.

-

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.

Two
working
days

04

•

The Presidency of State Security conducts necessary security
clearances for the applicant.

10
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
According to the internal evaluation of the application and the
security clearance, GAMI issues the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services.

1
working
day

•

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Applying for the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Building
completion phase

03

05

Investor

3
License phase

Reviewing the application

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Business Activity/s description and code number (ISIC)
The following Business Activities are listed under the license for trading
military electronics:

461072

Trading of Military Electronics,
Communication Devices and
Direction, Leadership and Control
Systems

Conditions of issuing the License for Trading of Military Articles
or Services of military electronics
1.

2.

3.
4.

The applicant shall be a branch affiliated to a foreign company operating
in manufacturing military products or providing military services or a
certified distributor or agent of such companies.
The applicant shall have a commercial registration that indicates the
Business Activities licensed by the Authority or under Foreign Investment
Law, provided that the applicant shall have legal existence in the Kingdom
in one of the following legal forms:
i.
Individual institution
ii.
Limited Liability Company
iii.
Joint Stock Co.
The applicant’s HQ shall be in the Kingdom.
Any of the applicant's founders shall not be convicted of a limit or a
penalty in a crime of breach of honor or trust or has been subject of a
disciplinary decision to be dismissed from military services, unless
rehabilitated.

Requirements of issuing the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military electronics
In order to obtain a Military Articles or Services Trading Licenses, a license
application shall be submitted to the Authority by filling out the form provided
by the Authority for such purpose and attaching the following documents:
• A valid commercial registration of the Applicant
• The Articles of Association or Statute of the Applicant
• An investment license issued by the General Investment Authority, in case
of foreign investors.
• A letter issued by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) stating the
appointment of the Applicant as a certified distributor or agent inside the
Kingdom for each Item to be traded.
• Governing Body Resolution issued by the Applicant's board of directors or
the Applicant's owner in case of sole establishments, as per the form
provided by the Authority, providing the activities to be licensed, approving
the license application submission and its contents, specifying persons
authorized on behalf of the Applicant, and the Applicant's acknowledgment
of being aware of the laws, regulations and obligations resulting from
carrying out the activity.
• A list of the Controllers' information and their national ID or passport
copies (for non-Saudis).If any of the partners is a company, a copy of the
commercial registration shall be attached.
• The organizational structure of the Applicant, including the administrative
hierarchy or the organizational frame that specifies job positions, their
administrative connections and the relationships between individuals, and
specifies the lines of authority and responsibility of the Applicant.
• A Proof of payment for application review.
• A payment receipt of licensing fees after the Authority’s approval of the
license.

Duration of the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services of
military electronics

3 years
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Financial payment of the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military electronics

Investor journey to issue the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military electronics

SAR 2,850

1

Time taken for issuing the license
Issuing the commercial
registration and registering the
entity

13-14 working days
Steps of applying on the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services of military electronics
•

01
02

•

2

Issuing the commercial registration from the Ministry of Commerce
and Investment through “Meras” The commercial registration shall
identify the Business Activities of Trading of Military Articles or
Services.

-

Applying for the License for Trading of Military Articles or Services
through the GAMI's portal, attaching required documents and
paying the financial payment of reviewing the application.

-

•

The Authority reviews the application internally.

Two
working
days

04

•

The Presidency of State Security conducts necessary security
clearances for the applicant.

10
working
days

•

Paying the financial payment for issuing the license after issuing
the Authority's approval.
According to the internal evaluation of the application and the
security clearance, GAMI issues the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services.

1
working
day

•

Registration phase

Establishment
phase

Applying for the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Building
completion phase

03
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Investor

3
License phase

Reviewing the application

Automated

Inspection

5

4
Financial payment

Paying the financial payment
and obtaining the License for
Trading of Military Articles or
Services

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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FAQs (1/3)
What is the role of the General Authority for Military Industries (GAMI)?
The Authority is competent with regulating military industrial sector in the Kingdom,
developing policies and legislations that ensure sector readiness, managing the operations
of military procurement and supporting local manufacturers whereas the Authority
aspires to increase the sector’s direct contribution to GDP by 2030.

What is the validity duration of the licenses issued by GAMI?
Three years renewable

What is the validity period of the establishment permits issued by the
Authority?
Two years

What is the Regulations on Organizing Military Industrial
Activities in the Kingdom?
The Regulations on Organizing Military Industrial Activities in the Kingdom interprets
the work controls in military industrial sector as well as develops relevant provisions.

What is the purpose of obtaining a license from the Authority?
The main purpose of obtaining a license is regulating work within military industries by
controls governed thereby according to laws with a view to developing military industrial
sector and promoting competition.

Who is the controlling person?
Any founder, owner, partner or board member as well as the CEO in addition to the
persons administratively reports to the applicant.

What is the purpose of issuing the establishment permit?
Allowing the applicant to start the procedures related to the establishment site and
approvals of relevant entities, in preparation for issuing the Licenses for Providing
Military Services.

Is it necessary to issue establishment permits for all licenses?
It is only required to issue an establishment permit in case the applicant wants to work
within the Business Activities that are listed under military manufacturing or provide
military services.

Is it required to issue establishment permits for issuing the License
for Trading of Military Articles or Services?
No it is not required, the applicant applies directly for the License for Trading of Military
Articles or Services.

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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FAQs (2/3)
Can the establishment permit be amended?
No, the permit holder shall apply for the establishment permit
including the new activities to be established.

Can licenses be amended?
Yes, the license can be amended within the limits of relevant
Business Activities including amending Business Activities or
license scope.
What is the financial payment of reviewing the application?
It is a nonrefundable amount that is paid for reviewing the
application of issuing an establishment permit or a License for
Trading of Military Articles or Services.

What is the financial payment of issuing license?
It is an amount paid in exchange of extracting the license in
addition to the amount paid in case of reviewing the license
Can activities be added to the establishment permit before operation?
No, the permit holder shall apply for new establishment permit
including the new activities to be established.

Will activities addition to the establishment permit result in
any additional financial payment?
New activities cannot be added to a current permit and the
permit holder shall apply for a new institutional permit and pay
the financial payment of reviewing the application

Can the foreign investor obtain a license?
The foreign investor can obtain a license after completing license
requirements and conditions

Is the licensed person subject to control by the Authority?
Yes, the Authority’s employees and other persons assigned thereby
to conduct inspection and field control operations. This includes
entry to places of production lines, storing, testing military
materials and products and reviewing documents, data and
records of the licensed party.

Is waiver of the license permissible?
It is not permitted to sell or waive any license issued by the
Authority.

How can I inquire about the status of license application?
Through GAMI’s e-portal

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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FAQs (3/3)
Does the Authority issue licenses for manufacturing small weapons?
No, the Authority does not issue license for manufacturing
small weapons such as air-guns, hunting weapons and their
equipment, spare parts and ammunition.
When can I obtain the license?
After completing license conditions and requirements.
Is it allowed to exercise the activity outside industrial cities?

It is not allowed to exercise any activity subject to
the Authority's laws outside industrial cities and/or
regions within the scope of sites allocated for
industrial cities, military bases and establishments
are excluded.

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Relevant Entities (1/3)
Ministry of Commerce and Investment
It is the ministry responsible for the
organization of commerce and Investment in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
For communication: www.mci.gov.sa
General Authority for Investment
It follows-up on and evaluates the
investment performance, overcomes
difficulties in the face of investors, develops
studies and researches and proposing
executive plans to enhance investments
within the Kingdom.
For communication: www.sagia.gov.sa

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

Meras Platform
Meras is a program launched by the
executive committee to improve business
performance in the private sector (Taiseer)
and it is a part of the Vision 2030 of
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia This program
provides all services provided by government
entities and private sectors, which help you
to start your business in only one day. Meras
is characterized by providing integrated
electronic services using the latest
techniques applied in the platform and
Meras centers.
For communication: www.meras.gov.sa
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Relevant Entities (2/3)
The Royal Commission of Jubail and Yanbu
It is an entity that hosts investors. The Authority
plans and encourages investment, develops and
manages the industrial cities of petrochemicals and
industries of high energy use through focusing on and
integrating with customers, investors, employees,
community and other partners.

General Authority of Civil Aviation
It is an entity that hosts investors. The Authority
develops air transport in accordance with the latest
global standards, promotes the Kingdom’s position
globally as an entity influencing the international civil
aviation industry, realizes economic
growth and stability and applies laws, regulations and
procedures related to the safety of air transport.

For communication: www.rcjy.gov.sa

Economic Cities Authority
It is an entity that hosts investors. The Authority
establishes sustainable private economic cities and
regions that attract investment and are able to
compete globally through providing an attractive
organizational environment, incentives and enablers
directed to specific strategic sectors, develops
effective strategic partnerships between the state and
the private sector, encourages innovative work
models, provides comprehensive government services
of high efficiency and provides an incentive living
environment of global quality of life standards.
For communication: www.eca.gov.sa
Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original Arabic text for information purposes only. In case of a discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.

For communication: www.gaca.gov.sa

Saudi Industrial Property Authority (MODON)
It is an entity that hosts investors. The Authority
develops and manages industrial cities and
technology regions of sustainable growth and
economic environment.
For communication: www.modon.gov.sa
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Relevant Entities (3/3)
Higher Commission for Industrial Security
The Commission is responsible for developing
suitable policies and plans for protecting
petroleum, industrial and service facilities in fields
of safety, security and prevention from fire to
ensure continuity of work and production under all
circumstances.
For communication: www.moi.gov.sa

Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources
The Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources
develops a system for manufacturing industries
that are characterized by sustainability,
competitiveness and diversity led by the private
sector.
For communication: www.meim.gov.sa
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Detailed list of Business Activities under
the regulation (1/6)
License field

Coding number (ISIC)
304003
303032
301152
304001

License for
manufacturing
military equipment

Activity description
Armoring of Military Vehicles
Armoring of Military Aircrafts
Armoring of Military Ships

Activity explanation
Includes armoring of all land and amphibious vehicles
Includes armoring of all military aircrafts
Includes armoring of all military ships
Includes military armored vehicles, amphibious vehicles, Military transportation
Manufacturing of Military Land vehicles, other military combat vehicles, structural components of military vehicles and
unmanned military land vehicles and Aircraft Ground Equipment (AGE) and Special
and Amphibious Vehicles
Purpose Vehicles (SPV)

301120

Military Ship Building

Includes all military ships, military boats, military vessels, structural components of
military ships and unmanned military surface vehicles

303012

Manufacturing of Military
Aircrafts

Includes military aircrafts, military helicopters, unmanned Military Arial vehicles,
military transportation aircrafts and structural components of all military aircrafts

303031

Manufacturing of Military
Aircraft’s Spare Parts
Manufacturing of Military
Ships Spare Parts
Manufacturing of Military
Simulation Devices
Manufacture of Military
Measurement, Examination, and
Test

301151
282981
265143

Includes manufacturing spare parts of all military aircrafts
Includes manufacturing spare parts of all military ships
Includes simulation devises for training for military use
Includes mine detectors and all types military measurement and testing devices
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Detailed list of Business Activities under
the regulation (2/6)
License Field

Coding Number (ISIC)

Continue - License
for manufacturing
military equipment

251157

License for
Manufacturing
Military Personnel
Equipment

License for
manufacturing
military electronics

License for
providing military
services for military
equipment

Manufacture of Mobile
Military Shelters
Manufacture of Mobile Military
Shelters

Activity Explanation
Include all type of military mobile Shelters

429072

Construction of Military Fields

267007

Manufacture of Military
Including night vision binoculars and others allocated for military use
binoculars
Manufacturing of Military Shoes Including all types of military shoes
Includes equipment used for the containment of riots such as anti-riot suit, anti-riot
Manufacture of Light Personal
helmet, anti-riot shield, proof vest, proof helmet, Bullet-Proof Face Guard, and electric
Weapons
stick

152051

329068

Including all types of military fields

263031

Manufacture of Military
Includes electronic systems and equipment designed specifically for the purpose of
Telecommunication Devices and communication, and control of the of military intelligence, or equipment designed to
Control Systems
prevent such control

265145

Manufacture of Guidance
Systems, Electronic War, and
Military Control Systems

Includes electronic systems and equipment designed specifically for the purpose of
Guidance, tracking, and surveillance, including image processing or anti-surveillance
equipment for military use, and sensors for weapons or weapon systems

331511

Maintenance, Repair, and
Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Vehicles

Including military platted and amphibious vehicles, tanks, military transport vehicles,
other military fighting vehicles as well as structural components of military vehicles and
piloted military vehicles
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Detailed list of Business Activities under
the regulation (3/6)
License field

Continue- License
for providing
military services for
military equipment

Coding number (ISIC)

Activity description

331512

Maintenance, Repair, and
Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Ships and Boats

331513

Maintenance, Repair, and
Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Aircrafts

331514

Maintenance, Repair, and
Overhaul (MRO) For Military
Systems Spare Parts (Military
Vehicles, Aircraft and Ships)

331258

331333

331111

Maintenance, Repair, and
Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Simulation Devices
Maintenance, Repair, and
Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Measurement, Examination, and
Test Equipment
Maintenance, Repair, and
Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Shelters

Activity explanation
Includes military armored vehicles, amphibious vehicles, Military transportation vehicles,
other military combat vehicles, structural components of military vehicles and unmanned
military land vehicles and Aircraft Ground Equipment (AGE) and Special Purpose
Vehicles (SPV)
Including military fixed-wing airplanes, military helicopters, military unmanned aerial
vehicle, military transport airplanes and structural components of all types of military
airplanes

Includes manufacturing spare parts of military vehicles, military aircrafts and military ships

Includes simulation devises for training for military use

Includes mine detectors and military measuring devices

Includes all type of military mobile Shelters
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Detailed list of Business Activities under
the regulation (4/6)
License field

Coding number (ISIC)

Continue- License
for providing
military services for
military equipment

331112

License for
providing military
services for military
electronics

951241

331332

Activity description
Maintenance, Repair, and
Overhaul (MRO) of Military
Shooting Targets

Includes electronic systems and equipment designed specifically for the purpose of
communication, and control of the of military intelligence, or equipment designed to
prevent such control

Includes all military explosives

461058

Trading of Military Explosives

License for trading
firearms

461073

Trading of Light Weapons (Only
For Governmental Competition)
Trading of Heavy Weapons
Trading of Conventional
Weapons (Only For
Governmental Competitions)
Trading of Grenades, Missiles
and Smart Munitions

License for trading
of ammunition

461065
461066

Includes all type of military fields and targets

Repair and Maintenance of
Military Communications
Equipment
Maintenance and Repair of
Guidance Systems, Electronic
War, and Military Control
Systems

License for trading
military explosives

461057

Activity explanation

Includes electronic systems and equipment designed specifically for the purpose of
Guidance, tracking, and surveillance, including image processing or anti-surveillance
equipment for military use, and sensors for weapons or weapon systems

Includes automatic and semi-automatic firearms
Includes all launchers and heavy machine-guns
Includes all types of conventional ammunitions
Includes all types of grenades, rockets, missiles and guided munitions
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Detailed list of Business Activities under
the regulation (5/6)
License field

License for trading
military equipment

License for trading
of Military
Personnel
Equipment

Coding number (ISIC)

Activity description

Activity explanation
Includes military armored vehicles, amphibious vehicles, Military transportation vehicles,
other military combat vehicles, structural components of military vehicles and unmanned
military land vehicles and Aircraft Ground Equipment (AGE) and Special Purpose
Vehicles (SPV)

461061

Trading of Military Vehicles

461062

Trading of Military Ships

Includes all military ships, military boats, military vessels, structural components of
military ships and unmanned military surface vehicles

461063

Trading of Military Airplanes

Includes military aircrafts, military helicopters, unmanned Military Arial vehicles, military
transportation aircrafts and structural components of all military aircrafts

461064

Trading of Spare Parts of
Military Organizations (Military
Vehicles, Airplanes and Ships)

Includes spare parts of military vehicles, military aircrafts and military ships

461071

Trading of Simulation Devices,
Measurement, Examination and
Test Equipment and Military
Shelters

Includes simulation devises for training for military use, mine detectors and military
measuring devices, and military mobile Shelters

461068

Trading of Military Personnel
Equipment

Includes military helmets, bulletproof vests, military marks, military ranks, military boots
and military binoculars
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Detailed list of Business Activities under
the regulation (6/6)
License field

Coding number (ISIC)

Cont. - License
for trading of
Military
Personnel
Equipment

461067

Trading of Light Military
Personnel Equipment (Antiunrest Weapons)

Includes equipment used to containment of riots such as anti-riot suit, anti-riot
helmet, anti-riot shield, proof vest, proof helmet, Bullet-Proof Face Guard, and
electric sticks

461072

Trading of Military
Electronics, Communication
Devices and Direction,
Leadership and Control
Systems

Includes military electronic systems and equipment specifically designed for the
purpose of communication, military intelligence control, or equipment designed
to prevent such control as well as electronic systems and equipment specifically
designed for guidance, tracking and surveillance, including image processing
equipment or anti-surveillance equipment for military use, and sensors for
weapons or systems Military.

License for
trading military
electronics

Activity description

Activity explanation
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For more information, kindly contact:
Military Industrial Licenses Department
Tel: +966 11 282 1022
Email: licensing@gami.gov.sa
GAMI’s E-Portal: licensing.gami.gov.sa
The Authority's Website: www.gami.gov.sa

Note: This Guide can be amended,
deleted or added in the future
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